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Antennas
You probably have wond ered how some guys

get these terrific signals and thought, "He must
be running more than a KW," "I can't hear the
UX station he's ta lking to, he must be talk
ing to himself:' As you may or may not know,
2 kw has only 3 DB more gain than 1 kw,
I have heard hams belittle W0AJL (Denver)
and his signal with the remark, "Well, he's got
good efficiency with that Collin's KW l " and say
nothing about his antenna. Let's stop and
examine this point. It is true W0 AJ L has
76% efficiency or 760 watts output. Assume
another ham down the street has a home-made
KW with 50% efficiency or 500 watts output
and exactly the same antenna. The difference
between 500 and 750 watts is not 20 or 30 db
but a measly 1.8 db. But if the antenna in
either case were poor, 20 or 30 db could well
be the difference.

Those oustanding signals arc primarily due
to a perfectly matched and resonated "Home
Brew" beam. I consider Walt one of the best
antenna men in the country and his signal
ten ds to verify it.

A whole article could be wri tten about
W0AJL's 20m Imp. matching techniques and
how the 760 Watt output figure was deter
mined.

A number of hams have measured W0CV O's
final down to the inch in an effort to duplicate
his 75 meter signal by duplicating his final
amplifier. The secret of his signal, if you could
call it a secret, can be found by examining
the antenna from the link on up rather than
the fi nal. He uses an "Inverted Vee ."

A ham who accuses another o f talking to
himself or running more than a KW may be
jealous and he certainly is showing his own
ignorance. However everybody knows there are
a few who exceed a KW. It's much cheaper to
get the same gain out of the antenna instead
of the transmitter and you will realize the
same gain for all received signals as well. In
creasing power doesn't help in hearing the D X
any better. You got to hear them to work 'em.

Outstanding signals result from a combi
nation of things such as antenna, location,
height and matchings as well as power,
good grounds and other factors . If you are
willing to take the time to squeeze those extra
db s out of your dipole or beam, your signal
will be outstanding also. Don't Jet anyone tell
you theory doesn't work.
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There are certai n principles one must keep
in mind. In reading this, take it slow. It's not
difficult, you may have to read it .a couple of
times, but you must understand It. Some of
the least known and most Important antenna
concepts are described in this article.

First, let's discuss the impedance (Z) vs,
height curve for a simple dipole which is the
most important curve to have a working knowl
edge of. One of the first questions that usually
comes up is, "What line should I use to reed
the dipole or what is the Z of my antenna?"
The Z changes as the dipole is raised or low
ered to different heights above the ground.

The ARRL Antenna Handbook slates ( 1949
Ed., page 48) "Waves radiated from an an
tenna directly downward reflect vertically from
the ground, and, in passing the antenna on
their upward journey, induce a current in it
which will be in or out of phase depending
upon antenna height. This is an important
point, the reflected wave induces a current in
the dipole. The magnitude and phase of this
induced current depends upon the height of
the antenna above the reflecting surface."

"The total current in the antenna thus con
sists of two components. The amplitude of
the fi rst is determined by the power supplied
by the transmitter and the free space radiation
resistance of the antenna. The second com
ponent is induced in the antenna by the wave
reflected from the ground. The second corn
ponent, while considerably smaller than the
first at most useful antenna heights, is by no
means inappreciable . At some heights the two
components will be more or less in phase, so
the total current is larger than would be ex
pected from free space radiation resistance. At
other heights the two components are out of
phase and at such heights the total current is
the difference between the two components."
This second component is the one that changes
the im pedance . As the antenna is raised, the
reflected wave becomes weaker and has less
effect in changing the antenn a's impedance as
can be seen by the dipole Z curve on the large
chart . A beam's Z is low because of the strong,
inphase , and reflected component from the
director and reflector.

T he rotating of a beam will change the im
pedance and current slightly if the ground or
reflecting medium is uneven underneath. See
W6SAI, page 63, Beam Antenna Handbook.
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Fig. 1.

arc in terms of wave lengths. The important 52
and 72 ohm heights arc shown for the various
frequen cies also. The depth of electrical ground
below physical will vary, of course, but Jet's
assume they are the same for the time being
until the principles are understood.

Let's take a half-wave dipole starting at a
height of 26 feet above electrical ground. As
sume it resonates at 3800 (and th is is not
necessarily the frequency it loads the best
either) and we wish to know the impedance of
thc antenna . Using the lOP figures we find 26
feel on the line 10 the right of 3800. From this
point come straight down to the curve. You will
not ice that th is corresponds to a height of .1
wave-length, Next a straight line from this
point to the far right where the impeda nce
values for a dipole, folded dipole, and a folded
tripole are shown. The Z will be 25 ohms for
a dipole, 100 ohms for a folded dipole. and
225 ohms for a folded tripole. See fig. I.

A little higher on the curve at .13 wave
lengths (3 4 feel ) a fo lded tripole will have a
Z of 300 ohms- a perfect match for 300 ohm
line. See fig. 2.

This 3-wire tripole is ext remely broad. It
will have a low feedline loss because the Z is
high and the current is low. These antennas
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Typical utup ta measure antenna resonanc..

If the antenna height is raised o r lowered. a
higher current at the fccdpoint at the same
value of power mean s that the effective re
sistance of the antenna is lower. and vice versa.
In other words. power must always equal I ~R .

If the power input is co nsta nt. and the radia
tion resistance (impedance) increases. the cur
rem at the feed noint must de crease so that the
value of P will be constant and still equal 12R.

Li kewise if vou raise or lower the antenna and
the current ~ at the [eedpoint of the antenna
goes up. the impedance or R must come down
so that again P = JZ R (assuming you' re still at
the resonate frequen cy ) .

If an antenna that reso nates at 3800 kc
and has an SW R of 2:: 1 is operaled at a fre
quen cy of 3900, it will have a higher SWR and
less gain. How can this antenna compare to
an antenna that not only resonates at your
opera ting frequency, but also has an SWR of
1: : 1 or very close to it. This antenna can be
loaded at the resonate frequency and operated
50 kc on each side without touching the final
tank or coupling for most link coupled trans
millers. Not only that, your low pass filler will
attenua te the harmonies the most and the fun
damental the least, if the SWR is very low.
Remember low pass fillers are rated at I KW
if SWR is low.

Once you have heard the results of using
such an antenna you will never feel right until
all your antennas arc the same. I have two 10
meter antennas that arc switcha ble through a
coax switch without tou ching the final because
they arc both matched and resonated.

Here is one way to check for reactance on
a feedline caused by a mismatch or being off
the resonate frequency if you are using a link
coupled final. Disconnect antenna and dip
final. Reconnect antenna. If you have to red ip
final it means you are tuning out the reactance
the feedline has introduced. If final tank ca
pacity was increased for dip, it means an in
duct ive reactance was tuned out of the feed line
and vice versa. You can get some idea of the
degree of mismatch by the amount the final
tank capaci ty is varied.

The Impedance vs. Height Curve shows the
way the rad iation resistance of the antenna is
affected by the heighI of the antenna above
ground. A ground system effectively estab
lishes the height of the antenna insofar as the
rad iat ion resistan ce is concerned. Over aClUal
ground the variations of Z will be somewhat
lower due to ground losses which can be re
duced by a ground system, but the chart
shows the approximate magnitude of the
change to be expected. Jf a ground system is
used it should preferably extend at least a half
wave length in every direction from the an
tenna.

I will use electrical ground heights for ex
ample purposes. On the top of the graph the
heights above electrical ground in feet are
given for various frequ encies. Lower figures

I
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are often fed with 600 ohm line as recom
mended by the handbooks, but at a height of
34 fee t, it is a 2: I mismatch. A little higher
on curve at . 18 wavelengths it can be seen that
a j-wirc tripole would be a perfec t match for
450 Z line which is co-nmercially available,
ope n wire too. With this type o f antenna the
current would be very low in the feedline
also; therefore, long lengths of feedline could
be used if needed.

A little h igher on the curve and the desired
52 ohm impedance point for a dipole occ urs.
Following the broken line up this value of im
pedance l52) 1st occurs respectively at 93, 47,
25, 13, 8, and 6 feet on 160 , 75, 40, 20, 15,
and 10 meters for a dipole. 47 [eet al 3800.
This 52 ohm height of 47 feet has checked out
on several antennas. The last one I checked
was W7RSY/ 6's ( Doc Hemington ) . now
K6TSR in Santa Anna.

For 600 ohm line feed to a folded tripole
a t a height of about .23 wavelengths or 60 feet
would be necessary for 3800 ke.

Next the fa mous 72 ohm point. This value
of impedance 1st occurs at a height of 130, 65 .
34, 19, 12 and 9 fee t on 160, 75, 40, 20 , 15

X
and 10 meters. This point is a ""4"" or q uarter

wavelength in height. So for a perfect match to
a dipole with 72 ohm line resonated a t 3800
ke the height should be 65 feet above elec
trical gro und-perhaps 60 fee t above physical
ground.

Just a little higher the 75 ohm point fo r a
dipole and also the 300 ohm point fo r a folded
dipole are found on the curve. By following
the broken line across the page, a dipole or a
folded dipole at any of the heights will have
an impedance of 75 or 300 ohms and a perfect
match for the respective feedlines.

At the h igh point on the curve .36 wave
lengths above ground the Z will be 95 ohms for
a dipole . In actual practi ce due to ground losses
it will be a few ohms less. A folded dipole a t
that height would have an Z of 380 ohms.

Continuing on down the curve, we see at a
X

height of one-hall wavelength, 2' the Z is

again 72 ohms-now at 130 feet in hei ght.
Farther down the curve at (.6) wavelength
the Z goes as low as 56 ohms. A folded dipole
at a height of 83 feet on 75 m. or 42 feet on
40 m. would have an impedance of 224 ohms .

At a height of 'l4' the Z is 72 ohms again
and at a height of one wavelength the Z is

agai n 72 ohms and for every mult iple of ~

this is again true. T his is an important point to
remember. A dipole or fo lded dipole has a Z
of 72 or 288 ohms at multiples of one-quarter
wavelength in height above elec trical ground.
T hus it is possible to select an optimum hei ght
for best angle and radiation and best match
ing of impedances. W6SAI did not elaborate in
his Beam A ntenna Handbook, page 24, where
he said "For a simple half-wave dipole the
radiat ion resistance at the center is about 72
ohms when the dipole is locat ed one-half wave
len gth above a good ground surface." He is
correct, of course, but not complete. If that
were all the ave rage ham knew he would
think, "T hat means I'll have to have my 75
meter dipole 130 feet high in order to get a
match for 72 ohm line." H e could also do it
at 65 feet.

Another rul e of thumb should be emphasized
here. A folded dipole's impedance will be
four times that of a dipole at the same height,
and a folded tripole will have an impedance of
9 limes thai of a dipole at the same heigh t.
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If yo u have a flat line (SW R = I : 1) regard
less of what feedline used the impedance, cur
rent and voltage are constant throughout the
entire feedline. Because of this fact an RF
ammeter can be inserted at any point in the
feed line and wil l read the same value pro
viding it doesn't u pset the line . Using this
measured value of currenI the power out
put of your transmitter can be ca lculated from
P = I:!R where R :: impedance of feedl inc .

If you have an antennascope and half-wave
pieces of feed line for the various bands or a
SWR bridge, you can measure your dipole's
Z very quickly and after comparing your esti
mated to measured values of impedance on
several antennas, you will be able to estimate
very accura tely the effec t of surrounding ob
jects on futu re antennas.

To i l lusrate the discussion above, let's take
an acun: example.

I esnmated my 40-meter dipole's Z right
on the nose. The dipole center was at a height
of 35 fee t although the entire dipole was at
an angle of about 30°. The ground was paved
concrete. The concrete has wire screen in it
fo r strength. Although the wire was not con
nected to the ground directly, I figured it
would act as the ground. The street is about
50 feet wide, but the antenna was strung at
about a 45 ° angle across it so that the antenna
was well inside the outer limits of the street.

From the chart 34 fee t is a quarter wave
,\"4; hence Z = 72 ohms at 7, 150 kc. I con-
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Fig 2.

nected a half wave
,\

-2- of 52 ohm coax
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(~~1250 X .66) = 45 .4 feet, to the feed

point and the other end to my antenna scope,
twisted the dials of the grid dip and antenna
scope and, presto , 73 ohms. I ran downstairs
and tuned across the 40 meter band to find the
grid dip signal and, presto, there it was at
7, 145 kc. I migh t add that the 52 ohm hall
wcve stub could have been 72 or 300 ohm
line because a half wave will reflect the same
impedance at one end as it sees at the other
end regardless o f the Z of the line; provid-

ing the coax is half a wave -} at the

resonate frequency of the dipole. This is not
too critical, but the closer the better, I have
had a deviation o f 100 kc between the two on
75 meters and still got the same Z value. I then
connected a length of 75 ohm coax to the
dipole just long enough to reach into the shack.
Using my Johnson SWR bridge with 75 ohm
resistor I got an SWR of 1.0 I : I at 7,143 kc.
The antenna's physical length happened to be
just right for th is measurement. When using
an SWR bridge the coax lengtb is not critical.
The SWR was very, very close to I to I. The
problem that always occurs when using an
SWR bridge is whether the Z is above or below
the Z of the line. All yo u get from the bridge is
the ratio of mismach. For example, say that the
lowest SWR you get is 1.3 to I, what's thc Z? It

(5 2 or 75 ) ( Resistor in bridge must be
same value)

Z _ ( Fecdlinc Z )
- SWR

could bc Z = 52/1.3 = 40 ohms or Z =
52 x 1.3 = 67.5 ohms. You would use 75 in
stead of 52 if you used 75 ohm coax with the
bridge and 75 Q Resistor. This is one place
where the graph comes in handy or if tbe es
timation wouldn't be close enougb tbe thing
to do is lower 'he antenna a few feel and
take another reading. From these two read
ings you can tell just where you are on the
curve. When the SWR is around l.l to I
the method of lowering tbe antenna and tak
ing another reading is about the only way to
determine whether or not the Z is above or be.
low the Z of your feedline, tbat is, just using
an SWR bridge.

The second Z vs. Heigbt curve is that of a
vertical dipole. The center of tbe dipole is
used as the measuring point. The curve starts

at a quarter-wave ~ in height because one

leg will be a quarter-wave ; long minus

the .025 end effect length. For instance, on 40
meters the dipole center would be 34.4 feet
high a t 7,1 50 kc. The total length of a dipole
a t 7, 150 is 46817.15 = 65.5 feet. The center
will be 34.4 feet high . See also fig. 3. A quar-
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Fig 3.

ter-wave ~ is 34.4 feet , but a quarter-wave o f

dipole an tenna is 32.7 feet, so the end will be
1.7 feet above the ground.

The next curves are the 2-element beam
gain curves. The gain is read on the left and
the spacing on the bottom. For a driven ele
ment and a director the maximum gain, 5.8
DB is at a spacing of about . 115 wavelengths
or (492/14.2) ( .11 5) (2 ) = 7.98 feet on 20
meters. For a reflector the maximum gain of
5.3 db is realized at a spacing of .15 wave
lengths or (492/ 14.2 ) ( .15) (2) = 10.4 feet.
Gonser uses 10 feet spacing on their Bantam
Beam. The impedance curves will give a Z
of about 15 obms for the director. If a folded
dipole is used as a driven element the Z will
be about 4x IS = 60 ohms. If a 3-wire or con
ductor dipole is used the Z will be about
9x l 5 = 135 obms. The Z using a reflector at
a spacing of .15 will be about 25 ohms If a
folded dipole is used the Z will be about 100
ohms. This would provide a good match for
series 52 ohms coax ( 104 ohm). The line
would be balanced, high Z, low ignition pickup
and low loss due to lower currents. See also
fig. 4.

There is one thing to remember now that
is very important. The Z's I just quoted will
be found only if the beam is at multiples of
one-qua rter wavelengths higb. In other words
if the driven element were suspended alone the
Z would be 72 ohms for a dipole or 288 ohms
for a folded dipole and 648 ohms for a 3-wire
dipole. The beam Z from the cbart will bold
only if the beam is at a quarter wave multiple
of height. The approximate impedance values
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using these spacings will be very broad over
the entire band also. The Z will be about 30
ohms in the first two cases.

The impedance values are of no importance
if you are going to use a T or Gamma. The
values given are for a split-driven element.
Example, D.15, R.25 Z _ 20 ohms if beam

is at multiples of ~ in height , Refer to

\V6SAI's parasit ic array impedance curve, vs.
height on graph for most close and medium
spaced beams (Beam Antenna Handbook ,
page 24 ).

Next, is Z at current loop vs. length of

wire in wavelengths? Assume fig. 6 (A) a ~

dipole at any ~ multiple in height. The Z is

72 ohms at the current loop. Assume a piece
of wire at the same height a wavelength long
( B) . The Z at the current loops is no longer

72, but about 90 ohms from graph. Assume a
piece o f wire a wavelength and a half long
(C). The Z at the current loops is now 100
ohms. At (D) antenna is 2 wavelengths long
and the Z is about 109 ohms at the current
loops.

Likewise if a half wave dipole on 80 is a Y4

high, the Z is 72 ohms at the current loop.
If the same antenna is used on 40 meters, it
is now a half wave in height and a full wave
long with the Z at the current loops equal to
90 ohms. If used on 20 meters the same an
tenna is I wavelength high and the Z at the
current loops is now equal to J09 ohms
( fig· 7) . Assume a 40 meter d ipole (qua rter
wave high, 72 ohm) (resonates at 7,100 kc ) is
used on 15 meters, where it will be one and
a half wavelengths long. Unfortunately it will
not resona te at 21,300, but at 22,000 and have

Fig 5.
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to be expected are given by the parasitic array
impedance curve at the bottom of the graph.
The amount of deviation from this value will
depend on what part of the curve your antenna
impedance is. For instance, assume a 20-meter
2 element beam is 4 2 feet high, a common
height. The Z of a beam (. 15 spacing) , using re
flector, will not be 25 ohms. The Z of a dipole
alone at that height (42 ft. ) is only 56 ohms,
so it will p robably be around 20 ohms. For a
3 element parasitic array the Z will be about
16 ohms. These Z values will not be of any
importance if ),ou are using a T or a Gamma
match or IV6TTB's tuned fee ders. Yes,
W6TTB's 15 meter beam uses tuned feeders
( 300 ohm or 450 ohm ) and th is is a system
that should not be overlooked. If you have
heard W6TTB's, W60ZC's or W5HBV's 100
watt 15-meter signal you will stand up and
take noti ce. These Z values will be of im
portance if you use quarter wave stubs to
raise the Z, so a higher Z line can be used the
rest of the way. The only thing left then is . ~

adjust the T or Gamma correctly and that
can be very quickly done \vith an antenna
scope or an S\VR bridge. For complete ad
justment of T or Gamma match refer to
W6SAl's article in CQ. Oct. '53. 'Terrible
T and Gamma Too!' Or his Beam Antenna
Handbook. Do not fail to read th is.

One of the most popular feed systems now
for a beam is the T match with a "Balun" o n
the end of the coax. With this the Z of the
feed line is raised 4 times at the feedpoint
and in addit ion it makes a balanced feedline
out of an unbalanced feed line, fig . 5. It also
stops any RF from coming back down the
shield and radiating verticall y polarized waves,
one cause of TV!.

A Balun coil is just a half wave of tine taken
from the chart. He sure to calculate the various
Vp's if you figure the length yourself.

Next are the 3-eJement beam gain and im
pedance curves. What spacing will give max
imum gain? Example. if director is spaced at
.2 .\ the reflector will have to be spaced at
.25 >., or D.25, R.2 or 0 .15, R.3 >.,. A beam

•
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Half-
Wove

Stub Lengths
(492) (.659)

Freq.

the bridge there is no guesswork and it makes
things so easy to say nothing of what it docs
for the home station antenna. The Jane's
Micro-Match is made to order for use between
your transmiuer and the Johnson Match Box.

And the 75 II and 52 II resistors in the
Johnson bridge. Solder these quickly. It helps
to put a clip on the wire before the resistor
to absorb the heat.

I use a portable antenna scope and
grid dip. This battery pack idea really pays

I----~---

80 METERS

t---}
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Fig 7.

an impedance of 100 ohms. The 100 ohm
value will be correct only if on 40 M the an
tenna is at a quarter wave multiple in height.
For harmonic antennas use formula

F
492 (N-.05 )

cct = F req.
where N = number of half waves.

Thc theory and curves for (Karl Dreher.
Denver. Colo.) W0WO's off-center fed 300 Q
windom antenna were drawn on the basis that
a harmonic antenna's Z stayed at 72 ohms at
the current loons. If that were true the Z at the
physical 1/ 3 mark of the antenna is 265 ohms
each ba nd. Actually the Z at the feedpoint is
h igher than 265 each time another higher ba nd
is used. but it is close enough to 300 ohms
and may very well be 300 ohms on one of
the bands. It is also assumed at the lowest fre
quency used . that the antenna is at a height
where the Z at the center is 72 ohms.

Freq.
kc

3800
3850
3900
7050
7100
7150
7200
7250

14100
14200
14250
21 100
2 1200
21300
28500
28750
29000
29500

42' 7.8"
42' 1.2"
4 1' 5"
23'
22' 9.6"
22'S"
22' 6"
22' 3.6"
11 ' 6"
II ' 5"
11 ' 4"

7' S"
7' 7.6"
7'7"
5' S"
5' 7.7"
5' 7"
5'6"

* wave

85' 3.6"
S4' 2.4 "
83'
46'
45' 8.4"
45' 3.6"
45'
44'S"
23'
22' 10"
22'9"
15' 4"
15'3"
15'2"
11' 4"
11 ' 3"
11' 2"
11"

Electrical Gro und

How electrical ground is dete rmined. A sim
ple example- If d ipole is resonate at 3800
and is a t a height o f 60 feet and the measured
Z is 72 ohms. the procedure is this. From the
graph it can be see n that a 75 m. dipole
resonate at 3800 should be 65 feet high for
a Z of 72 ohms. Therefore. electrical ground
is 5 feet below physical ground. Nearby ob
jects, of course, affect this and in some cases
you may find that electrical ground may be a
foot above physical ground. The nearby ob
jects in this case had enough effect on the an
tenna to do this. If the nearby objects are
metal the wave will reflect off of them and as
far as the antenna knows that is electrical
ground or the reflecting medium.

A Micro-IIIatch SWR bridge really simpli
fies tuning up a mobi le whip. All you would
do is adjust taps on coil for lowest SWR at
the operating freque ncy. An all-ba nd coil
can be resonated o n all bands accurately in
fifteen minutes' time. If you have ever tried to
resonate a mobile coil without an SWR bridge
you would really appreciate this feature. With

Fig 8.

a ll and is so simple. I got tired of running a
11 0 volt extension cord all the time so I
rigged this up. (See fig. 9. )

1 usually make three and sometimes four
way checks on the mobile whip's Z and
resonate frequency. First I connect it directly
to the base of the mounted whip. Second at
the end of a half wave of coax cut to the op
crating freque ncy. Third at the end of it

quarter-wave of coax. Be sure to use quarter
wavelength match ing stub formula when mak
ing Z measurements with quarter wave stubs .

Z stub = VZl~ quarter wave measurement
example.

Using 53.5 ohm coax ( RG5 8U) q uarte r
wave stub, assume ant. scope reads 75 ohms.
This means thai the Z of the antenna is lower
than the Z of the stub. 53.5 = VZ , .75 or

2852
285' = 75Z, or Z, = 75 Hence Z, = 38

ohms (antenna impedance) . On the other han
if the antenna scope would have read 38 ohms
the Z of the antenna would be higher than
the Z of the stub. In this case the Z of the

•
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ammeter is .45 ampe res. P = P R, P = ( .45)'
ISO = ( .202) ( 150) = 30. 3 watts output
minus the loss in the coil and feedline.

I have two Jo nes' Micro-Match VS\VR
bridges and I do n't know how I got along with
out them before. T he Johnson SW R bridge
works fine but the Jones' bridge can be left
right in the line for a mobile antenna or a fi xed
KW stat ion . It 's the o nly thing .

There is a way to tune up a mobile an
tenna without the use of a bridge, etc., that
works out very well because the antennas are
generally sharp tuning. I have found many
ti mes that the resonate frequency is not the

freq uency where the antenna loads the best
using link coupling. The antenna will load the
best on either side of the resona te freque ncy
something like tha t shown in fig . 10. Also the
RF current in the feed line is the lowest at the
resonate frequency and increases on eit her side
and then drops off. The plate current docs the
same . One way to check for a high SWR is as
follows : If a very small increase in the link
coupling ca uses a large change in plate current,
th is means the SWR is high. A matched and
reson ated antenna is harder to load. The proce
du re to use is to start at one end of the band
and load it up at 50 kc in tervals and observe
the r-f current in the ante nna for the same
plate current loading or observe the plate cu r
rent for the same loading.

The South Dakota net meets on a frequency
of 3870 kc. W0DKJ, W0GWA and W0EXX
had dipoles that loaded the best at 3870 but up
on checki ng their antennas with my equipment
I found the reson ate frequency to be 3760 kc
not 3870 kc. The lengths were 124 feet. Accord
ing to formula that length was just 6 inches
short for 3760 kc. We shortened the ante nnas
and now they resona tc--one at 3850 and the
other two at 3860 kc and they are very happy
with the way they get out now.

I wouldn't feel right if I didn't know what
the Z of my antenna was. It's so easy to find
out with an SWR Bridge too. I wouldn't put
a high power rig on unless I had my antenna
at least 70 per cent efficie nt. I would be too
embarrassed to have some low-power guy withBATTERY IW:tI
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antenna would be 75 ohms. 53.5
2852
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This is a very important concept to under-
sta nd. This, of course, with the antenna scope
and grid dip. The final cheek of Z and reson ate
frequency is with the SWR bridge. When yo u
get all four to check, brother, that 's it.

Don't be surprised if the antenna doesn't
load easy. Remember the transmitter is work
ing into a resistive load. If it loads real easy
be a little leery about it especially if a very
small change in loading makes a large change
in the plate current. The antenna scope makes
a very good mobile field strength meter that
ca n be connected to the B.C. antenna. \Vhcn
using an r-f am meter note that at th e resonate
frequency the current will be the lowest and
on either side the R. F. current will be hi7n ~ ~

for the same power input.
Example, the R .F. current value to expect

will depend on SWR, Z of feedline, power and.
of course, how far off resonate frequency you
are. On IS meters my whip's Z is strangely
eno ugh 52 ohms exactly. I run 40 watts. The
power output can be found like thi s if the line
is flat. My R.F. current is .75A, P = I'R,
I' '" ( .75)' X 52 = 29 watts output minus
the loss in the coil and feedline. Yes, I have
just .75 amperes in the line, but it's a purely

A
resistive load. On 75 m, I use a 4 stub and

the Z at the R.F. ammeter is ISO O. The Z at
the antenna is 18 Q . The current in the R.F.
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a matched antenna cover me up. How many
times have you heard a V3 or Viking II cover
some high-power boy up. Have you ever
stopped to th ink of the power wasted in a
year's time because it's not being radiated but
dissipated in the form of heat. It's enough to
pay for an SWR Bridge easy. If some guy with
a matched and resonated antenna with 250
watts can do the same as a K\V with an aver
age antenna he not only saves the 750 watls
of RF but the extra power to the modulator, to
say nothing of the cost of the extra trans
formers, etc., which can easily run into hun
dreds of dollars.

Just stop and think what a waste of money
it is to have a KW and an antenna that is
wasting just 3 db of power when by adding a
couple of inches or using a different feedline
or raising the antenna a few feet you can
easily squeeze 3 db out of a dipole or beam
and oftentimes even more. 3 db down is
equivalent to a 500 watt rig and an antenna
that has 3 db more gain than yours does. as
suming you are running a KW. Just think of
the money saved by the 500 wall boy.

I use an oversize dial on my Heathkit an ten
nascope, This must be calibrated by an accur
ate ohmmeter and checked at least once a
month. It will changell!!

A back-to-back connec tor for lise on the an
tcnnascope can be obtained from the Dow Key
Cc., lnc., Warren , Minnesota- $1. 85. This is
used when measurin g the Z right at the base of
the whip. Two regular mate coax connectors can
be used back-to-buck also as shown on the pic
ture with the antennascope and grid-dip to
gerber.

t usc a Johnson SWR bridge also, but fi nd
a lower power source is needed to drive it
(I wall ) . The Micro-Match SWR bridge will
handle a KW and. of course, can be left in
the line at all times.

So, jf you want to have some fun and see
this theory really work get yourself a SWR
Bridge, or, an antennascope plus a grid dip
meter or both. Make yourself some quarter

and a half wave feedlines out of the light 53.5
ohm RG58U coax (COJX connectors on each
end with adap ters) and go to it, The lengths are
given in {ig. 8. Remember the Z values read on
the anntennascope will be accurate providing
the antenna is resonate at the same frequency
that the stubs are cut for and most of all the an
tennascope is accurately calibrated. Remember
RF is something like waler. II tends to seek
its own level. There is an explanation for
everything it does.

Notes
I highly recommend the use of q uarter wave

bazookas such as suggested by Collins in their
transmitter hand book. T his stub makes a bal
anced feedline out of an unbalanced, creates
Ihe opposite reactance of which the antenna
does making the bandwid th of the antenna
very broad and presents a h igh impedance to
any RF preventing it from ftowback down the
shield and radiating vertically, (one cause of
TVI) .

The antennas J recommend are Inverted
Vee's for the low frequencies.

Since lowering the ends of a dipole raises
the resonate frequency I have found the factor
475 to be closer than 468 for determining the
resonate freque ncy . (A ngle of droop about 45
degrees) .

One pole can be used to support a 75 and
40 meter inverted vee. It is advisable to Tun
the two antennas at right angles for min. effect
on each other and both can be connected to
the same feedline,

The factor to use when calculating the len gth
of a half wave 3 wire dipole o r a folded tri-

Pole is ;'30 not 468 because of the added
-req

ca pacity to ground, etc.
I ncidentally a 40 meter dipole works very

well on 15 meters despite a SWR of 2:: I and
sometimes higher. A three wi re dipole on 40
meters would lower the SWR in the 15 meter
ba nd.

K6RWC. John L. Armstrong helped in pre-
paring this article. U

the Novice operator a••" n by • • .

his parents 15 meter DX Fone Man his neighbon
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